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...
a
source of
inspiration
...

To help you in your
visit, each page of this
notebook reveals a
clue to observe and
understand the popular
prints presented at the
museum.

a popular
image is...
1

a serially
printed image

2

brightly
handcoloured

3

sometimes
produced in
épinal

4

sold on loose
sheet

we can
see...
5 religious
portraits
6

images of
power

7

tales in
vignettes

8

children’s
games

9

a source of
inspiration !

The "Musée de l’Image" often
brings popular prints into dialogue
contemporary works, to tell new
stories... Some artists are even
inspired by old images to create their
artwork today.

the artists
clark et pougnaud
reinvent an image
of the theme “ the
degrees of the ages”.
decode this duet of
images of yesterday
and today, thanks
to the activities
you will find in the
gallery...
some mysteries persist in this photography ! try to
answer these questions ...
Why are the windows
bricked up ?
Why aren’t the
moon and the sky
illuminated on the
same side ?

where are the answers ?

Why is there a
goat ?

What are these women
thinking about ?

If in the old images it was necessary to understand a single message,
today’s artworks leave more freedom to the viewer. So there is not a
single right answer to give or one story to tell. Everyone may have a
different opinion about this image...

8

...
children’s
games
...

In the 19th century, children’s education
and hobbies became more and more
important in families. The child
becomes an ideal client for the
imagers who print images especially
for them!

in your opinion, are
these three playable
images made for girls,
boys, both ?

1

...
a serially
printed
image
...

Thanks to printing techniques,
printmaker* can get hundreds of
copies * of the same image with a
single surface. This is not expensive to
produce it and most of people can buy
it.

To produce popular* prints, printmakers need:
> woodblock > paper > a cutter > ink

the printing recipe

➊ Using a gouge (sharp tool), hollow out the

undrawn parts in the wood. The strokes of the
drawing must remain in relief !
Here, a photography of a woodblock already
engraved. >

➋ Add text. Be careful, it must be written in
mirror (upside down) because the image will
be inverted when printed, as with a stamp...
write your first name backwards :

what about today ?

In the past, toys for girls taught
them to be good mothers and boys
for be good soldiers... Is that still
the case today ? Do you have any
examples ? Do you think it’s fair ?

eman tsrif ym :elpmaxe

➌ Put ink on the reliefs and press the inked woodblock against a white
sheet of paper. This is the first printed image of a long serie !
➍ Ink the engraved woodblock again before each print !

2
...
brightly
coloured
...

These images are made of very simple
shapes and the printmakers* use bright
colours to make them attractive and
decorative. The images must be seen
even in the darkness of the old houses.

7

...
tales in
vignettes
...

Long before comic books, these
little stories are to be read with the
family. Gradually, the child follows
the adventures of fictional characters
and,thanks to them, learns to become
a responsible adult.

number these little red
riding hood vignettes in
the order of the story.

blue grass ? spotted horse ?

The printmakers use a limited number of
colours. They don’t colour the image to make it
close to reality, but to make it beautiful!
Here, the sky has been coloured in pink... >

colour this
picture to
make it as
joyful as
possible,
without
necessarily
using the
colours of
reality.

find the moral of
this story :

what’s "a moral"?

Morality is the lesson to be learned
from a story: what to do or not to do
in life. In the stories of these images,
terrible adventures often happen to
disobedient children and good kids are
always rewarded...

6

...
images of
power
...

At every period of history, printmakers
print portraits of those who govern
them: kings, emperors or presidents !
Surrounded by the symbols* of their
power, all pose to amaze their people.

3

...
sometimes
produced in
épinal
...

In the 19th century, many printmakers
produce images.
The Pellerin Company in Epinal is one
of them. Throughout its history, it has
become a reference : we sometimes say
"image d’Epinal" in French to mention
any popular print...

associate each
leader’s name to
the image that
represents it.

all copiers ?

Louis XVI
King of France
from 1774 to 1791

Napoléon III
Emperor of the French
from 1852 to 1870

Charles de Gaulle
President of the French
Republic from
1959 to 1969

watch out for censorship !

Until the 19th century, kings and
emperors watch over keep a close
watch on popular prints and
prohibited the sale of those that did not

find the "credit is dead" theme
showcase : who will be able
to find the most differences
between these images ?

Whether they are from
Metz, Epinal or abroad,
the image producers
copy each other and put
into images the same
themes, which are already
well known. The colours
change, the faces change
but the resemblance is
striking !

4

...
sold on
loose
sheet
...

Popular prints are sold in separate
sheets like today’s posters. Everyone
can then buy a picture of it patron saint,
or it favourite story and hang it on it
walls.

5

...
religious
portraits
...

Originally, popular prints illustrate
Christian history. All religious figures
are depicted, each of them with their
own objects and accessories. In this
way, we can differentiate all the
characters and recognize them !

find all the
attributes* of
saint nicolas that
make it possible to
recognize him for
sure.
draw the pictures
and posters you
hung in your
bedroom.
why did you choose
them ?

to do what ?

These images are used to decorate the walls of the houses or to
protect its inhabitants, they can also show important characters of
the story or be useful to amuse and educate children...

now find out what you can see there !

did you know ?

In religious images, the bigger the
character is, the more important it is!
This way, we can quickly identify who is
the hero of the picture...

